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A prenuptial agreement usually specifies each partner's "separate property"â€”the assets and items that will remain
exclusively the property of one partner. It also explains how "marital property"â€”the couple's co-owned assetsâ€”will be
divided in the event of a divorce.

But before we jump in, what exactly is a prenup? Sounds pretty strict, and frankly, a little scary, right? Long
after your wedding is over and big life events happen, you may regret not talking about it earlier on. But a big
mistake is not having the conversation early enough. It should be spoken about early and often. This is not an
issue that you want to be dealing with on the eve of your wedding. You have the same lawyer. This might
sound like an odd one, but the basic idea behind this tip is you want to make sure both parties feel as
comfortable as possible with the prenup parameters. If you have the same lawyer, that may be difficult to
accomplish. You let your emotions get in the way of negotiating. You reach an agreement quickly just to end
the discussion. After careful consideration and communication with your partner, sign the prenup and go on
with your life. Legal jargon can be tricky to navigate, so here are five phrases that can help you better
understand prenups. Separate property assets and liabilities: Operative event, separation event or termination:
The triggering event that puts the prenup terms into action -- usually filing for divorce, moving out or sending
an intent to divorce. Property that is earned or acquired during the marriage. Property that belongs to one of
the parties prior to the marriage or after the divorce. Spousal support or maintenance: When one party gives
financial support to the other after a divorce. A clause within a prenup that states when that agreement is no
longer valid. If the couple has children, the spouse may receive more money. That was totally a sunset clause.
What does a prenuptial agreement sample form look like? Below, see a prenuptial agreement sample for New
York that Schpoont provided for us. And since each state has different laws regarding divorce, we recommend
that you consult an attorney in your state for your specific proceedings. WHEREAS, a marriage is
contemplated by W and A; and WHEREAS, the Parties wish to define and determine their respective rights
and obligations with respect to his or her own property and in the property of the other in the event of a
dissolution of their marriage regardless of whether their property rights are to be governed by the laws of the
State of New York or any other domestic or foreign jurisdiction; and. In the event the marriage does not occur,
then this Agreement shall be null and void and of no force or effect. All property defined as Separate Property
under the Domestic Relations Law of the State of New York, Section B 1 d , including property acquired prior
to the marriage or by bequest, devise, descent or gifts from third Parties or interspousal gifts. Compensation
damages for personal injury, regardless of when and how suffered, including for pain and suffering, disability,
disfigurement, lost wages and earning capacity, and punitive damages. Property acquired after a Termination
Event as defined in Article V herein. All property purchased with or exchanged for Separate Property shall
remain Separate Property. Joint use of Separate Property or use of Marital Property to maintain Separate
Property shall not give rise to joint ownership of such Separate Property or convert it to Marital Property
unless such property is placed in joint names or the Parties agree in a writing executed with the same formality
as this Agreement. Separate Property used to acquire jointly-owned property will be returned and credited to
the Party or Parties that contributed to the purchase of the jointly-owned property, upon a sale of said property
or upon the occurrence of a Termination Event as defined below. If the Parties co-mingle any of their Separate
Property such Separate Property shall not become Marital Property unless the Parties agree in writing that it
become Marital Property or they place the co-mingled property in joint names or in a joint account. Each of
them shall own, hold and freely dispose of their Separate Property, wherever it may be situated and whether it
is now owned by him or her or may hereafter be acquired by him or her, free from all rights of the other
therein under the laws of any jurisdiction. Except as provided for in Article III above, all property acquired by
the Parties after the marriage and prior to the occurrence of a Termination Event whether said property is, real,
personal or mixed, and wherever situated. Except as otherwise provided herein, the voluntary contribution of
Separate Property to acquire property in joint names with right of survivorship or as tenants by the entirety.
All property designated by the Parties as Marital Property in a written agreement, executed and acknowledged
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by the Parties with the same formality as required to conform with Section B 3 of the New York State
Domestic Relations Law. Termination Event under this Agreement is defined to be the soonest occurrence of
the following events: The date on which a Party provides the other Party with written notice that he or she
intends to dissolve the marriage. Said notice shall be delivered by United States Postal Service by registered or
certified mail, return, receipt requested or overnight courier with proof of delivery thereon. The
commencement of an action for divorce, separation or annulment. In the event of a Termination Event: The
marital home shall be placed on the market for sale within one year from the date of the Termination Event
and the net proceeds of the sale shall be distributed in accordance with the terms of this Agreement. W has the
right to remain in the marital residence up to one 1 year following a Termination Event. Each Party shall retain
his or her Separate Property, and the other Party agrees not to make any claim in or to such property. The date
of the occurrence of a Termination Event, shall for all purposes constitute the valuation date. Each broker or
appraiser shall seek to reach agreement with the other as to the price and method of sale. If the two brokers or
appraisers fail to agree within twenty 20 days of their appointment, the two brokers or appraisers shall choose
a third broker or appraiser who shall sell the property for maximum price reasonably obtainable given the
market conditions at the time of sale. Each Party agrees that to the extent that any assets, income or liabilities
have not been disclosed for any reason to either of them, knowledge of such additional assets or liabilities
would not be relevant in their determination to enter into this Agreement and to be married, and shall be no
bar to the enforcement of this Agreement or any provision hereof because their knowledge of the assets and
liabilities which have been disclosed is sufficient basis for this Agreement. The Parties agree that New York
law shall govern the interpretation and enforceability of this Agreement regardless of where the Parties shall
live from time to time during the marriage or at the time of its dissolution. Each Party has read this Agreement
prior to its execution, understands it and is fully aware of the rights that he or she is or may be releasing
pursuant to the terms of this Agreement. This Agreement sets forth the entire understanding of the Parties and
supersedes all other agreements, written or oral, between the Parties, including, without limitation, any
implied or other agreements arising in connection with any period of cohabitation. The Parties affirm that no
agreements have been entered into between them prior to the date of this Agreement. Neither Party has relied
upon any representation of the other Party except such as are specifically mentioned in this Agreement. Each
of the Parties acknowledges and confirms that both Parties actively participated equally in the negotiation of
this Agreement, and should any ambiguities exist in this Agreement, the same shall not be constructed against
the Party whose attorneys prepared the initial draft of this Agreement. The doctrine of severability shall be
applied. The Parties do not intend, by this statement, to imply the illegality, voidness or unenforceability of
any term, provision, clause, subparagraph, paragraph, subdivision or section of this Agreement. Each Party
represents that he has carefully read this Agreement and understands its provisions.
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The Perfect Lesbian Prenuptial Agreement [C. W. Cecil] on calendrierdelascience.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying
offers. This agreement could have come right off a lawyer's desk if it wasn't so funny!

The venue, the guest list, the catering. What are prenuptial agreements? In a nutshell, prenuptials are legal
agreements that state what will happen to assets and liabilities during the marriage, and in the case of divorce
or separation. For example, if one partner has a large amount of student debt, and they wish to remain solely
responsible for it, they would spell out in the prenuptial documents that this particular financial burden would
not be passed on to their partner. As another example, if one person owns a house, and wishes to keep the
property solely under their name, that can also be clarified in the documents. Prenuptials must be signed
before the marriage, or they will not be valid. This is in contrast to postnuptials, which are signed after the
marriage. The law also states that everything acquired before the marriage are meant to be the sole
responsibility of the respective individual. In reality, though, when going through a divorce, without
prenuptials it can be very difficult to separate which property, assets, and liabilities were acquired during the
marriage, and which before. It may be possible to create a postnuptial agreement, but prenuptials are legally
stronger, generally speaking. LGBT Prenuptials were not always treated fairlyâ€”but they are or should be
today Before the ruling of Obergefell v Hodges , which legalized gay marriage nationwide, LGBT prenuptials
were less valid in some states than others. For example, Indiana was a state that refused to recognize LGBT
marriages if even a couple was married in a state where gay marriage was legal. Thus, they also deemed all
LGBT prenuptials invalid, even if they were legally sound in the state where they were signed. Thankfully,
this is no longer the case, and your prenuptials are now legally required to be recognized in all 50 states.
Frequently, LGBT couples marry later than heterosexual couples. This is due in part to the fact that gay
marriage was not legal nation-wide until Many of them had been in a relationship for years, accumulating
many shared assets, property, and liabilities. In many cases, LGBT couples also marry later because they
know they may face discrimination. Whatever the reason, LGBT couples are more likely than heterosexual
couples to hold a long-term relationship before marriage. This often means that they live together, perhaps
share bank accounts, and make large purchases together such as vehicles and homes. Any of this that happens
before marriage does not fall under community property law. Thus, splitting those assets and liabilities in case
of divorce can be complicated and frustrating in the absence of a prenuptial agreement. Closing A great
benefit of prenuptials is that is requires the couple to sit down and talk through some of the less exciting, but
still very important, aspects of their life together. Should we share it, or not? Contact our experienced
attorneys today to schedule a consultation about drafting your prenuptials.
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States That Allow Gay Marriage In Same Sex and marriage is the perfect celebration of that. 8 Reasons Why You
Should Get A Prenuptial Agreement.

These agreements are made before marriage so that the interests of both spouses are protected should the
marriage end. Many people wrongly assume that prenuptial agreements are only for the very wealthy.
Prenuptial agreements are a contract for any couple that gets married, regardless of their current financial
situation. Couples should remember that their financial and living situation may change quickly. Although
both spouses may enter the marriage with certain assets, those assets can fluctuate greatly over the length of a
marriage. These legally binding contracts can protect the financial and property interests of either spouse.
Prenuptial agreements can even cover which spouse would be responsible for certain debts incurred before and
during the marriage. In addition, a prenuptial agreement can cover spousal support issues such as
compensation for stay at home moms. However, a judge can over rules issues of alimony should the judge find
that the amount is unfair or unrealistic for either party. These legally binding contracts are usually upheld by
the courts. However, there are some things that prenuptial agreements are not allowed to cover. In the event
that a prenuptial agreement contains anything illegal, the contract will be invalidated. In addition, the contract
may be void if it is found that either party signed it under duress. The courts will want to be assured that both
parties willing signed and understood the contract. There are some things that prenuptial agreements cannot
cover. For example, custody and visitation rights do not belong in the contract. In addition, issues related to
the raising of children, such as religion, cannot be covered. Anything that is illegal must also be left out of the
contract. In many cases, items that should not be covered, that are included in the prenuptial agreement, can
nullify the entire contract. The best way for couples to avoid this, is to have the contract prepared by an
attorney specializing in prenuptial agreements in their state of residence. Because so many marriages end in
divorce, prenuptial agreements have become a way for spouses to protect themselves. However, many
prenuptial agreements contain a clause that negates the agreement should the marriage last a certain length of
time. In that case, the couple would have to come to a new agreement. By having a prenuptial agreement in
place before marriage, both spouses can be assured that they are protected in the event of divorce. While
marriage is a union of love, it is also a union of finances. A prenuptial agreement assures individuals that
everything they have worked for, before and during the marriage, will be protected. In addition, if either
spouse should stay at home to raise the children, their financial welfare would be protected by the prenuptial
agreement. In essence, a prenuptial agreement protects both spouses in the event of separation or divorce. Both
spouses should carefully consider their needs realistically and assess the contract as if divorce is a possibility.
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A. Link your prenuptial agreement to a divorce agreement. This is a written document that specifically outlines all the
agreements between two parties concerning the division of their assets, property, debts, and arrangements for the
custody, care, and support of their children, if any.

Always consult a competent professional for answers specific to your questions and circumstances. Our
content is further subject to our Terms and Conditions The Perfect Prenup Prenuptial agreementsâ€”contracts
that specify how assets will be divided if a marriage ends in divorceâ€”are no longer just for the ultra-wealthy.
Prenups make particular sense for those who are remarrying later in life. When couples without prenups
divorce, their assets are divided according to the laws of their state. I owe it to them to get a prenup to ensure
that the money is there when they need it. Fortunately, this often is not a problem with remarriageâ€”people
who have been married before tend to understand that marriage is a tricky financial and legal coupling as well
as a romantic one. A court could rule that such a prenup was signed under duress and invalidate it. This
provision might direct that a court or independent arbitrator step in if the spouses cannot agree on new terms.
A prenuptial agreement is like an insurance policy that protects the assets that you could lose in a divorce. You
want that insurance policy to be one that you can depend on. Steven Spielberg reportedly tried the
do-it-yourself prenup approach before marrying Amy Irving. Make a list of your assets before meeting with
your attorney. Include all accounts and major possessionsâ€”lack of full financial disclosure could later
invalidate the prenup. Discussions about a prenuptial agreement can leave the two of you feeling at odds with
each other. Comparing lists of life goals and seeing all that you intend to accomplish and enjoy together can
start healing those wounds so that you feel like teammates again. The prenup could be invalidated if a court
believes this to be the case. Ask lawyers you know who specialize in other legal areas to recommend an
attorney with expertise in drafting a prenuptial agreement. Typically, the wealthier spouse-to-be pays the
entire fee for both lawyers. Make it clear that your goal is a fair division of assets when you meet with your
attorney. Courts sometimes invalidate prenups that are too one-sided, though typically only if the court
considers the division of assets so skewed that no reasonable person would have agreed to it. The prenup also
might specify that premarital debts are the responsibility of the spouse who incurred them. The line between
separate and marital property can be complicated. Be sure that your prenup is written in a way that your
separate property does not accidentally become marital property. A widow remarries and asks for a prenup to
ensure that her home remains in her family. A prenup also might specify that certain items will go to the
children or other relatives of either person. It might even say who gets the pets. Take into account other legal
agreements. The prenups of those who remarry should take into account obligations under prior divorce
agreements. Prenups also can play a role in estate planning. The prenup must be coordinated with the terms of
the will to be effective. Consult with an estate-planning attorney for details. Consider including a sunset clause
in the prenup, so it dissolves if the marriage lasts a certain length of timeâ€”perhaps 20 yearsâ€”to reassure
your future spouse that you are willing to share your wealth as long as the marriage lasts for a long time. He is
author of The Good Divorce: April 4, Publication:
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In addition to doing divorces, we also help couples get married-through the negotiation and drafting of prenuptial or
premarital agreements. Prenuptial agreements are contracts between two parties that pre-divide property in the event
the parties divorce.

Should we include information about past marital background, including children from previous marriages? If
one spouse has children from another relationship, this agreement can ensure that their separate premarital
property is shared only with their children when that spouse dies. Even when a will exists , a prenuptial
agreement can clarify and reinforce expectations to avoid costly legal battles that ultimately eat away at the
estate. John has one son from a previous marriage. Even when a will exists, a prenuptial agreement can clarify
and reinforce expectations to avoid costly legal battles. Why is information about wedding dates needed? The
date and location of the wedding indicates the official start date of the marriage of both partners. After the
marriage date, the prenuptial agreement becomes legally binding. If either spouse does not have this
information on hand, it can be left blank to be filled in later. No Attorneys You do not need an attorney for a
prenup to be legally binding. If both partners choose not to have an attorney, they can waive the right to legal
representation. You both understand the contents of the prenup. You both believe it is fair and reasonable. You
both acknowledge that you entered into the agreement voluntarily. One Attorney Courts may be worried that
the prenup is not fair if only one person had legal representation. Two Attorneys Ideally, both spouses have an
attorney representing their interests. This way, the courts are more likely to honor the prenup, and the spouses
are less likely to make costly legal errors. What other useful documents can I link to in a prenuptial
agreement? Link your prenuptial agreement to a divorce agreement. This is a written document that
specifically outlines all the agreements between two parties concerning the division of their assets, property,
debts, and arrangements for the custody, care, and support of their children, if any. Without a divorce
agreement, the parties must rely upon their ability to present a case to a court, and must accept the judgment
from either a judge or jury in the event they decide to divorce. It is used when you and your partner have
already decided on all the issues, including how to divide property and time, care, control and support of any
children. If you are unsure whether you want to include a divorce agreement at the time of making your
prenup, you can also decide to make one if you choose to divorce. Marital Property Marital property is any
asset owned by both partners. For instance, if you and your spouse purchased a home and share ownership of
the property, it would be considered marital property. Specifying marital property is important because
separation or divorce disputes will determine how marital property will be distributed between the two parties.
The prenuptial agreement allows couples to agree before marriage what property is designated as marital
property. In case of divorce, non-marital property is not subject to division and remains the sole property of
the individual. For any property you own BEFORE marriage, you can designate it as separate, shared, or a mix
of both in your prenuptial agreement. Keeping your property before marriage separate Say that you or your
spouse owns a car before your marriage date. If you agree to keep your property BEFORE marriage separate,
the owner of the car will continue to completely own the car, even after your marriage date. This means in the
event of a divorce, the owner of the car does not need to split the value of the car. Designating your property
before marriage as shared Again, say that you or your spouse owns a car before your marriage date. By
designating your property BEFORE marriage as shared, the car will become shared marital property after your
marriage date, no matter who previously owned the car. This means that in the event of a divorce, you and
your spouse will split the value of the car equally. For any property you acquire DURING marriage, you can
designate it as separate, shared, or a mix of both in your prenuptial agreement. Keeping property acquired
during marriage separate Say that you or your spouse purchases a car during your marriage. If you agree to
keep acquired property separate, the purchaser of the car will completely own the car. This means in the event
of a divorce, the spouse who purchased the car does not need to split the value of the car. Designating property
acquired during marriage as shared Again, say that you or your spouse purchases a car during your marriage.
By designating property acquired during marriage as shared, the car will become shared marital property, no
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matter who purchased the car. This means in the event of a divorce, you and your spouse will split the value of
the car equally. If your marriage ends, how will the marital property be divided? The division of property can
be set by percentages i. Another option is to divide property according to state law. If the couple cannot agree
on how to divide property, a judge will decide for them. Usually, property will be divided equitably or fairly
based on various factors if the parties did not specify how the property will be split. What does it mean to
"title" my property? How should it be titled? Tenants in common refer to shared ownership of property by two
or more people; it can be shared equally or unequally. Joint tenants with right of survivorship refer to an equal
share of ownership of property by two people and if one co-owners dies, then the property transfers to the
surviving co-owner. You can choose from four options: What will happen to my pet? The law usually treats
pets as personal property with no special status. Unless stipulated otherwise in a prenuptial agreement, pet
custody would therefore be likely awarded to the person who has provided basic daily needs like food,
medical attention via a veterinarian, social interaction with other animals, appropriate supervision under state
and local regulations like a dog license or complying with off-on leashing rules , and financial support. Marital
Debt Questions Q. What is marital debt? Marital debt includes any financial obligations jointly shared by both
you and your partner because of marriage. Each of you are liable for marital debt, even if only one person
originally incurred the debt. Will my debts be shared with my partner after we are married? You have three
options: Casey and Alex agree to designate debts before marriage as shared. Even more, Casey is agreeing that
creditors would be able to go after Casey for money Alex owes. Keeping your debts accrued during marriage
separate Designating your debts accrued during marriage as shared Keeping everything separate, with
exceptions For example, Alex and Casey are married, and have agreed to designate all debts accrued during
marriage as shared. Even more, Casey agrees that creditors would be able to go after Casey for the student
loan money Alex owes. If my marriage ends, how will marital debts be divided? The division of debt can be
set by percentages i. The second option is to divide debt in accordance to state law. If the couple cannot decide
on a way to divide debt, the couple will need to go to court, and the judge will decide how the property should
be divided. Housing and Housing Arrangements A. You can decide in a prenuptial agreement what counts as
regular living expenses, and what does not. Items commonly considered as regular living expenses:
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"prenuptial agreement" Cancel. International Pre-Nuptial and Post-Nuptial Agreements The Perfect Lesbian Prenuptial
Agreement Jan 17, by C. W. Cecil. Paperback.

India[ edit ] In India , prenuptial agreements are very rare and do not have any governing laws. However, with
rising divorce rates people are showing increasing interest in them. However, some form of contract is signed
in some cases, usually among affluent citizens. But, the agreements need to be reasonable and not violate
pre-existing laws like the Hindu Marriage Act. Indian courts allow a memorandum of settlement to be signed
during divorces. But, no court has yet been asked to enforce a prenup. The Section 10 of the Indian Contract
Act states that agreements are to be considered contracts if they are made by the free consent of the parties. A
prenuptial agreement may be signed between the two parties at the time of marriage, stating the regime of
ownership. If a prenuptial has not been signed, then the marital property is simply divided equally between the
husband and wife. A valid and enforceable Thai prenuptial agreement requires by Law where: In accordance
with the laws on Thai marriage, the prenuptial agreement mainly relates to assets and financial implications of
marriage and establishes conditions of ownership and management of personal and concrete joint property and
potential division of marital assets, if the marriage will be dissolved. While in some of these countries there
are limits on what restrictions the courts will see as enforceable or valid e. Germany after , where appeals
courts have indicated this , a written and properly initiated contract, freely agreed upon, cannot be challenged
by, for instance, invoking the circumstances under which the marriage broke down or the conduct of either
part. In France and Belgium as in Quebec , which has the same judicial tradition prenuptial agreements must
be set up in the presence of a notary. Ukraine[ edit ] In accordance with provisions of Section 10 of the Family
Code of Ukraine, marriage relationships, rights and duties of spouses can be regulated by a Marriage contract
as well if spouses wish to settle their property relations in other manner then it is provided by the Family Code
of Ukraine. Marriage prenuptial contract can be concluded by a woman and a man, who applied for
registration of their marriage as well as by spouses. Numerous provisions of this section of the Family Code of
Ukraine provide quite extensive requirements as regarding the form and contents of the marriage contract and
the procedural issues of making the same are regulated by appropriate Instruction of the Ministry of Justice of
Ukraine as regarding the procedure of notarization of marriage contracts as well as far as notarization is
required. Imperative requirements as regarding content of the marriage contract are provided by clause 93 of
the Family Code of Ukraine, which states that the marriage contract governs property relations between
spouses, determines their property rights and duties. Marriage contract can also determine property rights and
duties of spouses as parents, but with certain limitations. Personal relations of spouses cannot be regulated by
the marriage contract, as well as personal relations between spouses and their children. This rule is also
provided by clause 93 of the Family Code of Ukraine. Marriage contract, which reduce rights of children and
put one of spouses on a poor material state, are not permitted by the above imperative regulation. Within the
frameworks of the marriage contract none of spouses can acquire any immovable property or other property,
which requires the state registration. The Supreme Court test case of Radmacher v Granatino, [10] overturned
the previous legal framework on them to recognise changing societal and judicial views on the personal
autonomy of married partners. Pre-nuptial agreements will now be enforced by the courts as part of their
discretion in financial settlement cases under section 25 of the Matrimonial Causes Act so long as the three
stage Radmacher test is met and it is considered fair to do so, keeping in mind the interests of any child of the
family. Radmacher states that the courts will give effect to a nuptial agreement that is freely entered into by
each party with a full appreciation of its implications unless, in the circumstances prevailing, it would not be
fair to hold the parties to their agreement. The case provided substantial amounts of guidance relevant to all
nuptial agreement cases that have occurred since Canada[ edit ] Prenuptial agreements in Canada are
governed by provincial legislation. Each province and territory in Canada recognizes prenuptial agreements.
For instance, in Ontario prenuptial agreements are called marriage contracts and they are recognized by
section 52 of the Family Law Act. Both parties should have lawyers represent them to ensure that the
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agreement is enforceable and can work with agreement between both parties. In some cases, the parties retain
a private judge to be present during the signing, to be sure that neither party has been coerced into the
agreement. Some attorneys recommend videotaping the signing, although this is optional. Some states such as
California require that the parties be represented by counsel if spousal support alimony is limited by the
agreement. They protect minimal assets and are not the final word. It may be impossible to set aside a properly
drafted and executed prenup. A prenup can dictate not only what happens if the parties divorce, but also what
happens when they die. A prenuptial agreement is only valid if it is completed prior to marriage. After a
couple is married, they may draw up a post-nuptial agreement. There are several ways that a prenuptial
agreement can be attacked in court. These include lack of voluntariness, unconscionability, and a failure to
disclose assets. Likewise, in most jurisdictions, five elements are required for a valid prenuptial agreement:
Prenuptial agreements in all U. In Maine, for prenuptial agreements executed before October 1, , unless the
parties renew the agreement, it automatically lapses after the birth of a child. In states that have adopted the
UPAA Uniform Premarital Agreement Act , no sunset provision is provided by statute, but one could be
privately contracted for. Note that states have different versions of the UPAA. Unlike all other contract law,
consideration is not required, although a minority of courts point to the marriage itself as the consideration.
Through a prenup, a spouse can completely waive rights to property, alimony or inheritance as well as the
elective share and get nothing in return. Choice of law provisions are critical in prenups. Parties to the
agreement can elect to have the law of the state they are married in govern both the interpretation of the
agreement and how property is divided at the time of divorce. In the absence of a choice of law clause it is the
law of the place the parties divorce, not the law of the state they were married that decides property and
support issues. An agreement written in a community property state may not be designed to govern what
occurs in an equitable distribution state and vice versa. It may be necessary to retain attorneys in both states to
cover the possible eventuality that the parties may live in a state other than the state they were married. Often
people have more than one home in different states or they move a lot because of their work so it is important
to take that into account in the drafting process. With respect to financial issues ancillary to divorce, prenuptial
agreements are routinely upheld and enforced by courts in virtually all states. The New Jersey court held that
when the parties executed their prenuptial agreement, it was not foreseeable that the husband would later
increase his contributions toward the savings plan. California[ edit ] In California, one case Hall v. Marriage
of Benson 36Cal. Parties can waive disclosure beyond that which is provided, and there is no requirement of
notarization, but it is good practice. There are special requirements if parties sign the agreement without
attorney, and the parties must have independent counsel if they limit spousal support also known as alimony or
spousal maintenance in other states. Parties must wait seven days after the premarital agreement is first
presented for review before they sign it, but there is no requirement that this be done a certain number of days
prior to the marriage. Prenups often take months to negotiate so they should not be left until the last minute as
people often do. If the prenup calls for the payment of a lump sum at the time of divorce, it may be deemed to
promote divorce. This concept has come under attack and a lawyer should be consulted to make sure the
prenup does not violate this provision. In California, through a prenuptial agreement a couple may waive their
rights to share property community property. The agreement can act as a contract to make a will requiring one
spouse to provide for the other at death. It can also limit probate rights at death, such as the right to a probate
allowance, the right to act an executor, the right to take as a predetermined heir, and so forth. Postmarital
agreements are treated very differently in California law. Spouses have a fiduciary duty to one another so
premarital agreements come under a special category of agreements. There is a presumption that the
postmarital agreement was obtained by undue influence if one party gains an advantage. Disclosure cannot be
waived in the context of a postmarital agreement.
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A gay and lesbian prenuptial agreement is a positive way to acknowledge to your future spouse the extent of your
commitment to make your marriage last a lifetime. By resolving all the sensitive personal issues that need to be
considered beforehand in a comprehensive prenuptial agreement, you will have created a solid foundation for open and.

Attorney prepared Our forms are kept up-to-date and accurate by our lawyers Unlike other sites, every
document on FindLegalForms. Valid in your state Our forms are guaranteed to be valid in your state Our team
works tirelessly to keep our products current. As the laws change in your state, so do our forms. Over 3,,
satisfied customers In over 10 years of creating and selling legal forms, our focus has never changed: Free
eSignature Sign your form online, free with any form purchase We now provide a free Electronic Signature
Service to all of our visitors. Details Although Prenuptial Agreements or Premarital Agreements are often
villified as romance killers, the reality is that a high percentage of marriages will end in divorce. Couples on
the road to matrimony should take time to consider and discuss entering into a prenuptial agreement. The
reason is not because they think the marriage is likely to end in divorce, but because it is prudent course of
action and one that could save you and your future spouse considerable head and heartache should such an end
come. A Premarital Agreements is an agreement between two people who plan on entering in marriage.
Prenup Agreements are generally recognized in all 50 states. This particular form is designed for use by
same-sex couples. Be sure to check the laws of your state. This is what you will receive: Prenuptial Agreement
Same Sex Features: The agreement allow the parties to designate the property that is meant to be considered
shared or separate in the event of divorce. The agreement designates how property acquired before and during
the marriage will be divided in the event divorce. Alimony and Spousal Support The agreement designates
how much spousal support will be paid if any and considerations such as changes in career, etc. Estate
Planning and Wills. A Prenuptial Agreement should not be seen as a substitute for estate planning documents,
but rather should work in tandem with them. This is the content of the form and is provided for your
convenience. It is not necessarily what the actual form looks like and does not include the information,
instructions and other materials that come with the form you would purchase. An actual sample can also be
viewed by clicking on the "Sample Form" near the top left of this page. The Separate Property will be free and
clear of any claim of the other Party, upon separation or otherwise, without regard to any time or effort
invested during the course of the marriage in the maintenance, management, or improvement of the Separate
Property. The Parties agree that the debts incurred by each Party prior to their marriage will be considered
check the appropriate box: Rights in Separate Property. The Parties shall enjoy the full right and authority with
regard to their Separate Property as each would have had if not married, including but not limited to the right
and authority to sell, use, transfer, exchange, abandon, lease, consume, expend, assign, create a security
interest in, mortgage, encumber, dispose of, or otherwise manage and control that Separate Property. Each
Party agrees to satisfy any tax obligations related to their Separate Property. Distribution on Separation or
Divorce. In the event that the Parties become separated or divorced, or upon the death of a Party, all Shared
Property will be deemed to be owned check the appropriate box: According to the following percentages:
Determination of Property Type. In the event of separation or divorce, the following types of property will be
deemed select one box for each type of property:
Chapter 8 : Prenuptial Agreements And Same Sex Marriage
This is a prenuptial agreement sample. Its purpose is to give you a sample of what a prenuptial agreement looks like
and what sort of terms are contained in a prenuptial agreement - to give something concrete to all the theory on this
website.
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DOWNLOAD PDF THE PERFECT GAY PRENUPTIAL AGREEMENT
A Prenuptial Agreement is a contract that you and your future husband or wife create prior to becoming legally married.
It is used to set out the current and future financial responsibilities of each partner in case the couple separates,
divorces, or one partner passes away.
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